Uniform spaces of countable type are uniform spaces having a basis of countable uniform coverings. The present note investigates some of their properties. It is proved the existence of uniformly locally finite uniform refinements, the separability of some of their function spaces and that an injective space of countable type whose points are intersections of at most 2^° open sets must be separable.
A uniform space is said to be of countable type when it has a basis of countable uniform coverings. These spaces may be viewed among the simplest uniform spaces. Their properties find applications beyond Topology, as in [4] where they are used to prove the separability of suitable LF-spaces. Moreover, to each uniform space there is associated in a natural way a uniformity of countable type, which turns out to be compatible with the topology of the space.
The aim of this note is to investigate some of the properties of these spaces. We solve positively for them Isbell's problem B3, we estimate the density character of some of their function spaces and we prove that an injective space of countable type, whose points are intersections of at most 2^° open sets (for examples, the points may be Ga-sets), must be separable. This implies that a sum of injective space needs not be injective.
Terminology. We base our terminology on [2] , so that our uniform spaces are all assumed to be Hausdorff.
We begin by recalling some well-known facts. Proof. Let X be a uniform space of countable type, 11= { Un\nEN} a countable uniform cover of X, and V = { Vn\nEN} a countable uniform star-star-refinement of u.( = <0** refines It). Put n-l Wn = St(7", *0) C\ fi (ASt(F,-, \))) (n E N). is injective, so that there is a uniform retraction r: IJ"£/(X, Ya)-*Z. Since X is compact with a countable base, UiX, Ya) = CdX, Ya) is separable by [3] . Then the above lemma implies the existence of Q.E.D.
Corollary. An injective space Y of countable type whose points are intersections of at most 2^° open sets must be separable. In particular, a compact injective space of weight ^ 2^° must be separable.
Proof. The statement follows from Theorem 2 by taking X reduced to a point. Q.E.D.
